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Introduction

Thanks for downloading the Navisworks® 2017 Update. This document provides a quick summary of the new features and enhancements that are included in our update.

During installation, you may be prompted for the original installation media or a network image. In order to apply this update, you must have administrative privileges to install and uninstall products.

We want to express our appreciation to all our customers who identified the issues we have addressed in this release. Their reports gave us the opportunity to improve the product and to provide you with the best solution. We also thank you for your continued business, and for your feedback about this release.

Many thanks,

The Navisworks Team
Primary issues resolved by the Update

The Navisworks 2017 January Update provides the following fixes and enhancements:

- Resolved a CER when selecting the shaded render viewpoint option in large NWDs
- Resolved a CER when using 2D quick line takeoff in Quantification
- Resolved a CER when rendering in the cloud
- Resolved an issue where redlines on clash tests are lost or replaced when performing a merge
- Resolved an issue when sun and sky settings are applied to cloud render, even when the setting is disabled
- Resolved an issue where lights are not rendered correctly in cloud renders
- Resolved an issue where BIM 360 Glue models saved in Navisworks results in duplicated clash test comments when reopened again in Navisworks
- Resolved an issue where the sun is in the wrong position in cloud render, when using azimuth/altitude combination
- Resolved an issue were a section box is incorrectly scaled when a file is appended